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Estimates for time are for how long the individual(s) will need to be in radiation area and/or near hot components.  Thus time estimates do not include work outside the controlled area.

Quick procedure to clean o-ring grooves and sealing faces (no flaky debris):
	The grease used on metal seals is Apiezon Type H.

Wear safety glasses when using solvents.
Once wipe/rag etc. is soiled though it away.  Dispose per RADCON’s requirements.
For flat surfaces start with acetone sprayed on a double ply wipe.
For o-ring grooves, start with a cotton tipped stick sprayed with acetone.
After it appears the grease is removed switch over to using 2-propanol.
	On o-ring grooves use a wipe soaked with 2-propanol to finish cleaning the grooves.
Inspect surfaces including grooves for hairs, fibers, etc.
For goodness sake do not touch surfaces with filthy hands or gloves after you have spent the time to clean them.  For that matter keep filthy hands off vacuum surfaces period.

Quick procedure to clean other surfaces with flaky debris:
	Generally these surfaces do not need to be spotless.

Gently spray surface to be cleaned with 2-propanol to prevent the debris from going airborne.
Use rags (wipes may tear) wetted with 2-propanol.
	Dispose of rags as prescribed by RADCON.



Procedure to test old window, install new one, remove existing spool and install the new one:
	Clean lose scale from exit side of aluminum window and around beryllium retaining flange.
	Work around exit end on ground.

One person.
10 minutes.
	Leak check old beryllium window.
	Hold leak check plate to entrance of window start pumping.
	Work around open end of spool on ground but close to exit window.
One person.
10 minutes.
	Pump out and leak check, when done vent.
	Work on ground from side of exit end of spool, not in front of window.  Use a pole to spray helium on and around window.
	One person.
20 minutes.
	Remove plumbing from installed spool piece.
	Work at beam dump on platform.
One person.
10 minutes.
	Install plumbing on new spool.
	Work at middle of spool on ground.
Two people.
10 minutes.
	Install new beryllium window.
	Remove 14 aluminum (2024) bolts from old window leaving two, loosen the last two.
	Work at exit end of spool close to exit window.
One person.
10 minutes.
	Remove final two bolts from window.
	Work on ground on both sides of exit window, one person must be holding the exit window.
Two people.
5 minutes.
	Clean both sides aluminum ½” plate.
	Work from both sides on ground.
One person.
10 minutes.
	Clean exit window retaining flange and bolts.
	Work on a table.
One person.
10 minutes.
	Install metal seal and start 4 bolts on new window.
	Work on both sides on ground.
Two people.
10 minutes.
	Install remaining bolts and tighten.
	Work at exit end on ground.
One person.
15 minutes.
	Leak check new window and seal.
	Remove old seal, install o-ring, install blank and bolt down.
	Work around open end of spool on ground.
Two people.
20 minutes.
	Pump out and leak check, when done vent.
	Work on ground from side of exit end of spool, not in front of window.  Use a pole to spray helium on and around window.
One person.
20 minutes.
	Remove blank.
	Work around open end of spool on ground.
Two people.
20 minutes.
	Clean large o-ring groove and install new seal.
	Work at open end on ground.
Two people.
40 minutes.
	Remove spool piece from beamline with aluminum window.
	Cut caulking and remove cowling.
	Work on platform at beam dump end all around.
Two people.
15 minutes.
	Remove all but the top two bolts.
	Work on platform upstream of beam dump all around.
Two people.
20 minutes.
	Rig for lift, remove last bolts, and lift.
	At middle and ds end of spool, all around.
Two people to rig.
One person to operate from ground.
30 minutes.
	Install spool with new beryllium window.
	Rig lift, lift into place and bolt.
	Work on ground and both ends of spool at beam dump.
Two people to rig and bolt in place both ends of spool.
One person to operate from ground.
40 minutes.
	Pump out beam line and leak check.
	Work on platform upstream from dump.
One person.
20 minutes.
	Replace cowling and seal.
	Work on platform at beam dump end.
Two people.
40 minutes.

